
This interactive target game tests your aim with three game modes! Choose 
solo or two-player fun! Using Koosh Flingers and included Flingshots, take aim 
and shoot at the five light-up target areas as prompted! The target stands up 
or can be hung for versatile play. 

The easy to catch, hard to put down squiggly 
balls of fun are back! Koosh is a well-recognized 
and universally loved brand with a unique blend 
of indoor and outdoor excitement that spans 
generations. Koosh quality stands up to everyday, 
hard play--nothing looks like, plays like, or feels 
like a Koosh!  #KooshChallenge

The original Koosh ball is back! The tactile, easy-to-catch, colorful ball is 
great for indoor and outdoor play, and also makes a great fidget ball! The 
classic 3” ball is available in multiple bright colors! 

Interactive target game that tests your aim!
3 Game modes: Target Toss, Criss Cross, Lightning Flash
Features five light-up targets (red or green), with voice 
activation and built-in score keeping
Stands on the floor, hangs on the wall or a door handle
Solo and multi-player options! Smart technology ensures 
competitive play
Includes: 2 Flingers, 2 Flingshots & interactive target
Requires 3 AA batteries, not included
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Product Features:

KOOSH® Sharp Shot Game

KOOSH® Classic

Age: 6+ | MSRP: $29.99

Age: 3+ | MSRP: $5.99



The original Koosh ball in a fun slingshot form! The Koosh Flingshot 
includes a flingable Koosh balls that can fly over 50 feet! 
Just pull it back and let it go!

The original Koosh brand brings you a 9” flying disc made of flexible 
material at it’s core for great stunt opportunities--Woosh! It’s fun to 
throw and easy to catch--indoors and out!

KOOSH® Flingshot

KOOSH® Woosh

Age: 6+ | MSRP: $7.99

Age: 6+ | MSRP: $12.99

The original Koosh ball is back, and BIG! The tactile, easy-to-catch, 
colorful ball is great for indoor and outdoor play! Koosh Mondo is 
available in multiple bright colors!

KOOSH® Mondo

Age: 3+ | MSRP: $10.99



Test your hoop-shooting skills with the Koosh® Hoops. 
Featuring two original Koosh® balls, this dynamic set is 
great for solo or group play, and brings fun indoors or out! 
Folds flat for easy storage.

This fun pack of Koosh includes 3 x 2-inch Mini Balls for fun play.  
The tactile, easy-to-catch, colorful set of balls are great for indoor 
and outdoor play, and also makes a great fidget ball!  
Available in 2 sets of colors.

KOOSH® Hoops!

KOOSH® Minis 3-Pack

Age: 6+ | MSRP: $19.99

Age: 3+ | MSRP: $7.99

Test your skill and agility--head-to-head--with the colorful Double 
Paddle Play Set! 2 10” paddles and a Koosh ball, let’s you have fun 
solo or with a friend.  Test how high and how far you can make it fly!

KOOSH® Double Paddle 

Age: 6+ | MSRP: $16.99

Tactile, colorful 3-pack of mini-Koosh balls
Great for indoor or outdoor play
Convenient hang-tag packaging ideal for impulse sections
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Product Features:



Spirograph® Animator 
Spirograph, the classic way for aspiring artists to create millions of amazing designs, is now ANIMATED! 
Spirograph Animator features iconic gears like the original, but once you’ve created your designs, set 
them on the animator and watch them come alive! The spinning and lights create a 3D effect that’s 
amazing! This deluxe studio set also features built-in storage and includes 6 gears and 5 markers.

Spirograph® Keychain
The pocket-sized way to draw Spirograph! Clip it onto a backpack or key ring, or tuck it in your pocket 
or bag--and you can draw amazing designs on the go! Measures 8” x 5” and includes 3 gears.

Spirograph® Design Ruler
The 10” ruler features two built-in Spirograph rings and three gears in a reclosable tray, plus stencil 
shapes and special drawing edges! It fits into any 3-ring binder for easy take-along creative fun!

Product Features:
• Adding lights and spinning brings Spirograph designs to life in 3D!
• Includes paper, Spirograph wheels and markers!
• Requires 3 AAA batteries, not included

Product Features:
• Create amazing Spirograph art on the go!
• Pocket-sized drawing tool makes cool designs
• Goes anywhere — clip onto backpack or key ring; tuck it in your 
pocket or bag!

Product Features:
• Features 2 built-in Spirograph rings and 3 gears in a re-closable tray!
• Fits inside any 3-ring binder
• Ruler also features stencil shapes and special drawing edges

Age: 8+ | MSRP: $24.99

Age: 5+ | MSRP: $2.99

Age: 8+ | MSRP: $4.99



A charming toadstool house sits beside a magical rocky 
cave for lots of fairy fun! It’s the first fairy garden to 
include a musical light-up rainbow, and there’s a unicorn 
friend that rounds out this much-loved theme! Plant 
all around and atop the rocky area to create beautiful 
gardens. Then, activate the lights and nature inspired 
music by playing with Dahlia and her unicorn near the 
rainbow! Seeds and soil included. 
Also makes a sweet night-light!

Celebrating 70 fanta-stick years! 
The sleek box set includes over 500 
design pieces that stick like magic, 
playboard and design guide for tons of 
repositionable creative fun!

Special 70th anniversary edition!
Over 500 repositionable pieces for 
creative, colorful, geometric play!
Interchangeable with other 
Colorforms play sets!

The popular Unicorn Paradise gets an 
upgrade to magical light garden!
Rainbow lights up!
The rainbow also plays music!
Plant, grow, and play with this 
interactive playset!
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Product Features:

Product Features:

Age: 3+ | MSRP: $24.99

Ages 4+ SRP: $34.99



It seems like it would be easy to name three Disney dog 
characters—but can you do it under the pressure of 5 seconds 
twisting down, and with the other players staring at you? You 
have to be quick, so just say whatever comes to mind and risk 
silly answers slipping out… because that would be funny, and 
we all like to laugh! It’s all in good fun with this fast-paced 
family game where you have Think Fast and Shout it Out!™

Race to find matches for your Disney characters by 
setting down and picking up cards quickly—you never 
know when another player will discard a card you need! 
When you complete a four-of-a-kind, ring that Mickey 
Mouse bell to let everyone know! It’s great fun for kids 
and families play again and again!

Disney version of the popular game play of 5 Second 
Rule, made for families!
Name 3 items listed on the card in 5 seconds.
Fast-paced, fun and engaging gameplay!
Questions all about Disney!
Perfect for Disney fans.

Race to find matches of Disney characters!
Swiftly swap cards until you find what you need!
Ring the bell when you complete your set!
Easy, fast-paced game for kids and families!
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Product Features:

Product Features:

 © Disney ©Disney/Pixar

Age: 6+ | MSRP: $24.99
3 or more Players

Age: 6+ | MSRP: $14.99
2 - 4 Players



You’re trapped inside an amusement park with the janitor-turned-zombie, and 
the only way out is to find a key in the dark, spooky shed. But be careful! At any 
moment you could get zombified! If you do become a zombie, you’ll be on a new 
team---go after other players to catch them all! You can win as a human or as a 

zombie---your strategy just changes! It’s an exciting Zombie Chase! 
This youth strategy game is great for kids and families.

A fun theme for a young strategy game!
If the zombie catches you, your playing 
piece transforms!
Win as a kid OR as a zombie!
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Product Features:

Age: 7+ | MSRP: $19.99
2 - 6 Players



Welcome to the future…where humanity is under constant 
attack from a brutal alien threat. The Komplex spreads 
through the galaxy and is growing stronger with each 
species they defeat and assimilate. To fight them, humanity 
relies on an elite team, the Forge, who pilots their armada 
of spacecraft known as Snap Ships. Now YOU can Build to 
Battle! Snap Ships is a versatile building system for creating 
multiple ships, mechs, drones and more - with action play! 
All sets are modular, so kids can combine and build sets 
however they want! The new line of ships for 2021 brings 
new parts, pieces, shooting weapons and an UJU tech
reveal - all that's never been seen before!

Claymore is designed to breach enemy defenses and drop off 
multiple mech land units for ground battle. This transport 
ship packs a punch when you rotate the back bay door to 
press the button that quickly releases the mini mechs for 
ground battle. Up front, the bay doors open to reveal mech 
working bays. Claymore not only looks fierce, it plays fierce!

The fearsome assault mech is used for brutal frontal 
attacks against enemy fortifications planet-side. Maul 
features so many hinged and rotating shoulder cannons, 
claws, joints and parts that it may as well be a human 
hunting its enemy! The real push launcher is a new 
weapon that will surely send the Komplex running!

Quick and easy build and re-build
Multiple builds in each kit
Secure snap ensures product holds 
together during play
System is modular, so each kit can be 
combined with any other in the line
Once constructed, highly detailed ship is 
a fully functioning toy 
 

Action play with movable parts and pieces
Real shooting weapons 
Epic storyline; hero play
Collectibility
Combines the best aspects of construction, 
action and vehicle play – in a way that’s never 
been done before!

Ages 8+ | MSRP: $39.99 

Ages 8+ | MSRP: $14.99 

PRODUCT FEATURES:

CLAYMORE CR-76 COMBAT TRANSPORT 

MAUL FT-12 ASSAULT MECH 



Built for speed over land AND water, this speeder is capable 
of streaking across the battlefield into the rear guard of the 
enemy, disrupting forces with its ball mounted heavy lasers 
as it goes. As you “fly” Javelin, adjust and rotate cannons, 
radar shields, strut arms and engine hubs as desired. The 
360-degree ball joint guns can aim just about anywhere!

 With its dexterous legs, Tunnelweb can navigate over 
inhospitable terrain for close-quarter combat. Tunnelweb 
is one wicked mech with its multiple movable joints and 
rotating legs and shoulders. Its grappling hook fires at the 
flip of a switch...so watch out!

Designed to inflict maximum damage on space-based 
targets, Spitter can unleash a barrage of missiles and 
gunfire. This ship’s cannons easily pivot, and the missiles 
on its unique wing triple rack system fire by pressing on 
the back. Adjust its movable wings as you “fly” into battle!

Hammerjaw can turn the tide of a planet-side attack. Though 
heavily armed with missiles and guns, its real power comes 
from the two assault drones it can deploy with the flick of a 
switch! With its rotating weaponry, Hammerjaw can detect 
Forge ships and aim with accuracy!

Ages 8+ | MSRP: $9.99 

Ages 8+ | MSRP: $9.99 

Ages 8+ | MSRP: $14.99 

Ages 8+ | MSRP: $19.99 

JAVELIN M-02 ATTACK SPEEDER 

TUNNELWEB K.L.A.W. SPIDER MECH 

SPITTER K.L.A.W. MISSILE CRUISER

HAMMERJAW K.L.A.W. CARRIER GUNSHIP 


